NGO Demonstration of small scale, practical energy efficiency and renewable energy solutions

Prietenii Pamantului
Earth Friends

Giving practical workshops on alternative technology, solar water heaters, micro wind turbines

Earth Friends team supporting Greenpeace Energy Revolution Tour 2005, August

“Energy & Environment for People” exhibition tour in a village school

“Energy & Environment for People” seminar during the exhibition tour
Stirling engine model produced by Earth Friends volunteers for educational purposes.

Thermo-electric generator made in former Soviet Union in '40s.
Practical training on Do It Yourself solar collectors given by Earth Friends in Croatia (Solta Island) for Green Action activists and volunteers.

Solar collector produced during one week training organised in Galati for activists from Macedonia and Bulgaria (Proaktiva, Za Zemiata and Earth Friends).
Demonstration materials used by Earth Friends in schools

Solar collector for demonstration purposes made by Earth Friends
Small solar collector for demonstration purposes made by Earth Friends

Fruit Dryer for demonstration purposes made by Earth Friends

Toy used for activities in schools

Toys used for activities in schools

Toys used for activities in schools
Toys used for activities in schools

Model of a flat to show how to deal with the walls insulation to improve energy efficiency

Earth Friends Exhibition Stand during the Annual Fair for Education Offers

Romanian Energy Brigades practical work on improving windows in a school in Galati

Romanian Energy Brigades practical work on improving windows in a school in Galati

Solar powered captive helicopter for demonstration in schools
Detailed view of the active part of a DIY solar collector produced by Earth Friends